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A BACK SUPPORT CUSHION TO TAKE ANYWHERE
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The light, soft, adjustable back support is designed to provide gentle
pressure relief for your back, making any chair comfortable to sit on.

The key to relief for back pain is to sit
upright with your lower back supported
in a healthy S shape. Everyone’s lumbar
height and depth is different so our
supports are uniquely designed to support
this. Adapting to each body shape, the
support cradles the entire back in just the
right places.
Recommended by Physiotherapists
and Osteopaths. The Corrigo back support
has been ergonomically designed and is
tailor made in Britain.

Alleviate and prevent pain and tension build up

Our large support includes both a
lumbar and thoracic adjustable cushion
to alleviate pain and tension for the
whole of your back.
Our travel version provides vital lower
back support, whilst being small and
light enough to take anywhere.

For complete
back support

Travel Version

The back support adapts around your own body’s requirements
to ensure your whole spine is supported in a healthy S-shape

Our back supports are designed to assist
anyone who wants to reduce or
prevent back pain. The soft memory
foam support can be inflated to provide
pressure relief that adapts to suit your
own body’s shape.
Particularly suitable to people requiring
gentle support whilst sitting, the Corrigo
Back Vitality can be used to adapt any
work chair, dining chair, sofa, or even
used when out at a restaurant and
travelling.

Without support

With Corrigo
Back Support

Everyone’s back is different, so the unique self- inflatable cushions are
designed to fit and support the different contours of your own back shape.
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Also available in black
leather.

Press the top button to inflate or
deflate upper back support
Press the bottom button to inflate or
deflate the lumbar/lower back curve
support
Come slightly forward, away from
the cushion, to let the air in when
pressing the button to inflate
Press against the back rest when
pushing the button to deflate
Inflate or deflate the support
according to comfort levels

HELPFUL TIP
A quick way to let the air out of both
cushions, when folding it away into a
bag, is to lean or sit on the cushion when
pressing in the buttons.

The straps adjust to fit around any chair, including car seats, office chairs
and dinning chairs. For comfort on-the-go and at home.

Secure the straps
crossways or straight
across the back of the
chair and tighten to
secure it in place.

CARE INSTRUCTIONS
To clean, use a damp clean cloth
TO INCREASE DEPTH OF SUPPORT
You can request an extra foam to insert
inside the cover. This can be done
without the need to remove it, simply
unzip the zip and gently place the foam
support inside.

DO NOT REMOVE COVER
This will cause parts to break and stop the
backrest from functioning properly.

For Corrigo’s full range of supports and chairs
visit our website: www.corrigo-design.com

Back Vitality
Full Support

Back Vitality
Travel Version

To find out more, speak to your local stockist,
or contact us at:
0203 475 4510 - info@corrigo-design.com
Our high quality design ensures longevity. Designed
and made by hand in Britain, combining traditional
methods with new technology, to ensure luxurious
high quality design.

